Changes in cold-induced vasodilatation, pain and cold sensation in fingers caused by repeated finger cooling in a cool environment.
To examine how repeated cooling of fingers with a rest pause schedule at work affects cold-induced vasodilatation (CIVD), pain and cold sensation in fingers, six healthy men aged 21 to 23 years immersed their left index fingers six times in stirred water at 10 degrees C for 10 minutes. After each cold-water immersion of the fingers, 5-minute rest pause was taken to observe the recovery process of the indicators. This cold-water immersion/rest pause test was carried out in a range of three ambient temperature conditions: 30 degrees C (warm), 25 degrees C (thermoneutral), and 20 degrees C (cool) as experienced in daily life. At the ambient temperatures of 30 degrees C and 25 degrees C, marked CIVD response occurred and the CIVD reactivity did not significantly change upon repetition of cold-water immersion. The lowered finger skin temperature also tended to recover quickly to the pre-immersion level during each post-immersion rest period. At the ambient temperature of 20 degrees C, however, the CIVD response weakened continuously upon repetition of immersion and almost disappeared during the final immersion. The recovery of finger skin temperature during each post-immersion rest was gradually delayed upon repetition of immersion. At every ambient temperature, finger pain and cold sensation induced by each cold-water immersion significantly decreased upon repetition of immersion and completely disappeared during each post-immersion rest period. Oral temperature during the experiment showed no significant change at the ambient temperatures of 25 degrees C and 30 degrees C, but it decreased significantly at the ambient temperature of 20 degrees C. These results suggest that in a cool work environment where the body core temperature is liable to decrease, repeated finger cooling may weaken CIVD reactivity and delay the recovery of finger temperature during post-immersion rest periods. In such lower ambient temperature work conditions, subjective judgements such as the decrease in finger pain and cold sensation during repeated finger cooling and the absence of them during post-immersion rest may not be reliable indicators for monitoring the risk of progressive tissue cooling and frostbite formation.